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INNOMINATA.
CLIVE BKAMFITT.

The poet Bosche (1502-1587), when he coined the phrase about
his "weight of woe," was of course speaking metaphorically as all
poets do. He did not regard it as having any material significance.
Had he done so in the first place, and if it had indeed been possible
to measure the stuff in tons, cwts. and Ibs., then the 5.35 afternoon
train from Chamonix to St. Gervais would never have reached its
destination. Its body would have sagged and its wheels buckled
beneath its load of suffering. For emerging by degrees from the
train at St. Gervais came one who, having climbed the Innominata
the day before, had immediately qualified for the title-role of a
Bateman cartoon. He was not "The Man who had Never Heard
of a Hoover" or "The Guardsman who Dropped his Rifle on
Parade," but "The Climber who Fell Down a Crevasse."
As he dragged his way along the platform with sunken cheeks
and his elbows out, one could sense the frustration that brokendown climbers experience in common with Persian poets : a state
of mind which led with awful certainty to the station buffet. Seating himself painfully but with the abandon of one who has nothing
to lose but his francs, he ate his uncertain way through the first half
of the menu, stabbed the wine-list with a pin, and murmured the
fatal word "Ca ne fait rien" to the enquiring waitress, and was
too far gone to be surprised at the crimson brilliance that appeared
and eventually disappeared into a week-old cavern. Having paid
the bill with a "1000" to avoid having to count, and with a deliberation not entirely due to injury, he tacked his way past the murmurs
of "Blesse" and down -the platform to the Voiture which, he was
assured, was going to Paris. Choosing his holds carefully he
ascended at length into a compartment completely occupied by a
gigantic Frenchman, who, seeing how things were, asked him how
he was going and whether he would have Another One in the cause
of Anglo-French relations. Shortly after this, due to the injury to
his leg, our hero found it impossible to sit upright. He retired
therefore to the corridor, subsided into a corner, and in spite of
being trampled on by half the French nation, sank into a merciful
oblivion and remained there through the drumming of wheels and
the lurching hours of darkness.
It is a pity to have to dwell upon these sordid details, but it
is the duty of historians to see life steadily and see it whole. We
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muSt breathe into this wreck some of the pep which the Prophet
Ezekiel used to hand out to Valleys of Dry Bones. We must stand
him upon his feet and take the kink out of his leg ; put an axe in
one hand, a book in the other, and a burden upon his back. We
must imbue him with a Positive Attitude, multiply him by two,
decant the pair at Chamonix, and behold the Party.
It is unfortunate that Fortnightly Alpinists such as these have
neither the time nor the energy to enjoy their climbing hours. Their
mission is to Get Results and leave the rest to retrospect. Possessed with this idee fixe, they exchanged a "What have you done"
greeting with familiars and continued up to the Montenvers the same
day because Mummery did it. They would have liked to sleep
in the next morning, but you know how it is we shoot lines, we
talk in our cups. They got up and traversed the Grepon in a cold
wind, coming down to Chamonix at .the day's end with torn hands,
muscular cramp and a hinge in the back. "A good start," they
said, bedding down in the straw. The Hors d'CEuvres were disposed of. They could now commence The Tour.
Day Two was even better. The cold wind stopped, the hot
sun started, the flies came out, and with light 'hearts and overweighted rucksacks they pursued a halting way up to the Argentiere
Hut, arriving cross-eyed but still dedicated. After a mockery of
sleep they were out on the glacier again in the small hours of the
morning, heading south now to the Dolent, thrusting even deeper
into the shadows. Still nursing the unconquerable hope that "every
day we get fitter and fitter," they covered three miles of glacier
by torchlight, reached a bergsehrund you could drop a house in,
and cut, kicked and groaned their way round it and up the shifting
slopes above. Dropping a gear and drawing heavily upon Freud,
they climbed the bleak wall which leads with difficulty into the
sunshine of the Breche de TAmdne, where they sat down speechless.
The sight of the summit drew them over and along the chimneypots to the foot of the final buttress, where they made a desperate
pause, had a stiff glucose, and almost stalling, passed on to the
summit after 9^ hours of (retrospectively) magnificent climbing.
Their thoughts, as they freewheeled elatedly down the other
side, passed rapidly from a brief spiritual glimpse of "Italy's fatal
gift of beauty" to the more earthy anticipations of the sight of
ravishing Signorinas and gesticulating Strombolis. "But in the i6th
hour of travail, when after a descent of a length and character that
would knock the poetry out of anyone they reached the Rifugio
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Elena, they had succumbed to mere animal cravings and acquired
an appearance that drew the remark "You won't want any sheets,
will you?" from the good lady who showed them to the bunkhouse.
An hour later they sat down on the oaken benches, put their
stockinged feet under the table, and dwelt lovingly upon an ecstatic
andante of soup, a movement which flowed without a break into
a largo of olive oil salad, macaroni and baked spaghetti. Deeply
moved, they wished to conclude this noble work with a presto of
flaming wine. Why their demand for "vin flamma" should have
resulted in the serving of bread-and-milk they argue about to this
day; the bitterness has gone but the memory still rankles.
Day Four saw them 'bowling down the Val Ferret humming
Puccini and delightfully conscious of being in Italy for the first time.
The pouring rain, they were sure, was only a prelude to the
Venetian skies they had seen in illustrated magazines. They saw
no dark-haired 'dryads ; but a long line of abbreviated Boy Scouts
in their even more abbreviated shorts and diminutive berets might
well have been potential Garibaldis, and even the friendly native,
garrulous about his visit to 'Birmingham, received a fleeting blessing.
They were also rather aware that they were two up and one to play;
and as they entered Courmayeur that afternoon, dodging a steamroller and handing off gadabout motor-cycles, the sun shone.
The goal was at hand. Fate, or rather Destiny, was closing in and
they immediately went into a huddle over an ice-cream. Evening
found them still crooning over currencies, arguing over strategy
and wrangling over rations, but in the end they Made Decisions.
And next day, in the ipride of the morning, they started for Home.
It was good to walk up the white road of the Val Veni, past
the chapel on the hill, to turn off through the brown pinewoods, to
wander through the villages of Peteret and Fresny and envy the
peasant untroubled by desire. It was pleasant, too, with bent head
and vacant mind to drag one's feet among the flowers and to browse
and brew-up among the bilberries with the serenity of men who
knew that they would not have to get up at one o'clock the next
morning. But the way hardened, as they knew it must, the boulderhopping over torrents, the zigzags, the chains and the inevitable
toil. So they left -the valley, the good earth, and came at length
to a wilderness of grey stone where drab walls reached up into a
greying sky and a drear north wind came down from the clouds
of the mountain to the little wooden shack that is called Gamba.
And over it all brooded the still sad music of an empty stomach
due to under-catering at Courmayeur.
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It became incidental to a night of doubt and sorrow when the
storm broke and it seemed as though their enterprise must founder.
But the sounds died away, and when they left the hut next morning
it was 10 find the same outward gloom and within the same unquiet
breast. Their by now finely-chiselled features glowed with what
the poet would have called "the inner fire of the spirit." They,
of course, knew it to be hunger, and climbed with the deliberate
movements of men aware of the limited contents of their rucksacks.
It would be true to say that their objective was the summit of Mont
Blanc by the Innominata Route, but more accurate to say it was
the Deux Gares Restaurant in Chamonix, and they would take a
lot of stopping.
They were climbing on the Great Side but they were not feeling
romantic. The Dames Anglaises, stark against the sky, fell steadily
below them, but they could not have cared less. The Col Entile
Rey of bivouac fame came into view, but they merely kicked
another step, and when they reached the Refuge-Bivouac on the
steep slopes of the Pointe Innominata and drew level with the
Col Peteret, they could not have cooked up a nice thought between
them. Once inside that tight-fitting establishment, they let themselves go. Cassius found some tea on a shelf ; they brewed it.
Brutus found half-a-tube of milk on the floor ; they sucked it.
The Proteins vanished, the pile of snow outside the door dwindled
as brew succeeded brew ; but with magnificent restraint they held
back the Carbohydrates. There was nothing on a climb, said one,
like a timely Carbohydrate. He put them carefully in his trousers
pocket. Finally, doped by a pleasant fug of steam, methylatedspirit fumes and weary optimism, and under a six-inch pile of
bknkets, they slept ; while outside that lofty shelter the clouds
rolled down to the world of men, and the mountain, freed at last,
settled down and waited for the morrow.

At exactly four o'clock the next morning the peace of Mont
Bianc was shattered by a small but self-important alarm1 clock
rising to the occasion. "Joy." it seemed to say, "cometh in the
morning"; and for once its owner did not turn over and go to
sleep again. He stopped the clamour with one hand and opened
the door with the other, letting in a stream of cool air and a vision
of starlight over a vast bulk streaked with vertical lines of black
and silver. He shivered, closed the door hurriedly, and lit a candle
and the tiny stove that meant so much to them. They sat there
round the flames like a couple of crones, chewing their crusts and
staring out of the window in a bleary stupor. They lingered on,
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loth to leave their warm security, but when the sky over the
Aiguille Blanche turned to green they knew that their hour was
come. They roped up, climbed out of the hut, and shot the bole
with an axe. For better or for worse, they would sup that night
in Chamonix.
In rive minutes they were making their first abseil onto an
easier tack to avoid having to go to the top of the Pointe
Innominata
a detour which led them unerringly to the summit.
Peering down a steeply-sloping rib of ice and rock-dust into the
Col Eccles, they thought of the Deux Gares and decided to abseil
again.
It was a bad one, about a yard out of line; and after
clawing a rather desperate way down it they both heard the Portcullis drop very definitely behind them.
They got astride the
Col and proceeded to its further end like a pair of shuffling bookends.
It did not last long and as they got gratefully to their
feet the sun rose up over the Col Peteret and its light poured
across that great face, touching the cornice and sweeping down
the massive columns to the two small figures and the long sweet
curve of rope against the red granite. And for a brief moment,
attired as it were in brightness, their guard was down and their
cares were stilled. The journey had aged them but they felt
curiously young, unwashed but somehow noble. They gathered
their "knitting" together and, secure in their miraculous Vibrams,
with their infallible Guide Book and under Technicolour skies, they
began to climb.
As a route the Innominata has all the qualities of a dashing
wing-threequarter.
It leaves the Gamba as a mere stroll and
switchbacks up its own ridge with increasing authority in a lift of
some 3,000 feet over a distance of i\ miles. Of scree, rock, snow
and bergschrund it gives good measure.
It pauses dramatically
on the Pointe Innominata facing a cliff yet another 3,000 feet
high and half-a-mile wide, enters upon this face by the Col Eccles
the Wicket Gate, so to speak
and surges upward with appalling directness. Remembering'its limitations
IV
it swerves
prettily away from an impossible wall; runs parallel with the cliff,
probing its defences; finds a barn-door gap in the Great Couloir;
scuttles up its right containing wall; is blocked; gathers itself and
goes cross-field again to the next bolt-hole in the Oblique Couloir,
to worry its way upward and, having gained the great secondary
ridge, to amble contentedly along the touchline, straight, honest and
true. Here as if tired of being alone it pairs up with the Brouillard
route and the two pick a delicate way back across the top of the
cliff to the summit.
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We left our friends, you remember, being born again on the
business end of the Col Eccles, at the foot of the continuation
ridge; and it was up this that they bustled, nosing round the big
blocks like a couple of hounds following a scent already familiar
It led, as they knew it would lead, to
and sufficiently obvious.
the foot of tiie Tour Rouge. Here they climbed a 3O-foot chimney with ice in the back to a lonely little stance on the "petit
Then followed the celebrated
vire" of which they had read.
Crack, a 15-foot vertical corner with a running belay halfway up
"Hardly a IV," said the
that you could hang your hat on.
Leader, hitching up his pants at the top. "Hardly," said the
Second, coming up with a pack on. Through that hole, thought
the Leader, treading carefully on frozen snow, we shall find a rib,
a pitch of in. And it was so. It was also the place where the
r.dge flattens out, does its body-swerve away from the cliff and
There should have been
becomes the First Horizontal Arete.
more snow on it, they knew; but you can't have everything, and
rather than shuffle astride again they turned it craftily on its outer
face, regained its edge quickly and followed it, watching the ditch
on the inner side diminishing until the ridge, so obliging up to
now, decided to peter out into the face, leaving our two climbers
on the steep wall of the cliff, on large but debatable holds.
Now, you must know, they were approaching the traditional
They had been dropped right in
hot spot of the Innominata.
the path of the falling debris without which no climbing story is
According to the Book and various other Gospels it
complete.
le to Hell Fire Corner. It is not surprising,
comparab
place
a
is
iherefore, that they moved up to the entrance of the Great Couloir
with hushed voices, narrowed eyes and balaclavas pulled well
It was the work of a moment to poke their heads over
down.
the rim, choose their cover, and nip smartly behind it, doublebelaying as if they were on Cloggy. Here they pondered the
situation.
To call this place a Couloir is to educe an entirely wrong
It is more like a Cwm, a great thumbprint in the
impression.
Down one
Its floor was gentle and its walls steep.
mountain.
with the
level
ice-run,
telltale
the
came
feet,
their
side, almost to
floor and like the stuff you find round a tap in winter. They were
on the wrong side of it; they must cross it; they would do it now.
But it was becoming obvious that they need not have worried
about the expected bombardment. How different, in fact, was the
No
scene now from that featured so often in song and story !
stones whizzed past them, no guttural voices broke the silence,
3°
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nothing disturbed the calm of that Sunday morning. The Second
leaned against his belay, as safe as a Bank; the rope ran sweetly
through the karabiner on the edge of the ice; and as the Leader
chopped cheerfully across the few feet of run the sun warmed
his back and passed lazily behind a casual cloud. All was well
on the Innominata. Together again, they moved easily over the
rounded rocks, warm now and sometimes yielding. They passed
beneath the "Grand Aplomb" with slightly quickened pace
it
could not hurt them but they would feel happier above it
wandered unavoidably into the Oblique Couloir, and climbed from
"jug" to "jug" over ground of increasing steepness -until they
gained the crest of the secondary ridge that bounds the other side
of the Cwm.
Finding it warm they sat down to consolidate
their position with a biscuit apiece, satisfied that the crux of the
climb was over.
The sun was high, the air was still; time now was theirs.
They went on close together up the broad highway, steeply perhaps, but moderate; they went slowly, for the tide was running
out. From the corner of one eye they saw the Brouillard running
up to join them; from the other, the floor of The Cwm sinking below.
Then
a surprise.
They had forgotten the Second Horizontal
Arete. Its few delicate feet justified a belay; a half-astride movement over a hard rind of snow and it was over.
They moved
sideways on old snow to the foot of the final snow arete and kicked
their weary, well-punctuated way up into the blue of an Italian
sky which would very shortly become French.
Just below the
ridge they stopped and took off their crampons. There was time
now for a Carbohydrate, time to think, time to look around; for
they would not pass this way again.
But the mind is never satisfied with what it has. They had
to get the glass out and study the Aiguille Blanche.
That descent to the Col Peteret looked'hard
on the other hand the
upper reaches of the Peteret looked relatively easy
but you
could never really tell till you got there, thank heaven !.....And
there was the top of the Pear. They were looking right down on
to it, and just above it in profile the little Aiguille de la Belle
Etoile.....Yes, it was all there, the Great and the Good. But it
was past noon and they had better be going.
The sunbathing was over.
Out on the ridge a cold wind
made them once more conscious of their frailities.
The dying
moments of the climb were dramatic, but the theme was constant
as it had been throughout, in the sense that it was not difficult
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but needed care; for they had the choice of two sides to fall down
now.
The edge was sharp and corniced, the depths profound.
Ihey reached the cornice at the top of the Peteret, a gigantic
ihmg, walked round it at a drunken angle, passed the scattered
rocks of Mont Blanc de Courmayeur and dropped down slightly
into Col Major. This was hallowed ground and they paused to
reflect and perhaps to speculate.
A crevasse was crossed (not the destined one) axes went under
arms and hands into pockets. And as the climb idled on to its
tranquil end they found it difficult to realise that the Innominata
had yielded so easily. There had been no struggle, neither had
there been any fear. There was joy and the peace of fulfilment
as there must always be at the end of a great climb conceived and
longed for in the green years. But there was also a feeling that
the magic of Climbing
the desire to know and to be known
liad eluded them.
In the beginning all things are made new.
But as the climber gathers force so too does the will to survive;
until in the later years he arrives at the foot of his "Plus Grandes"
word-perfect, with a dog-eared guide book in its holster, only to
find that he has in part defeated his own ends. He sees it under
a white light of certainty; the climb robbed of its mystery.
The Innominata suffers, too, from headlines and the writings
of famous men.
It is true that the climb is remote, is long and
of a natural hazard; in all these qualities it is serious. But it is
not hard, but warm and kind and lovely. "Cast thy bread upon
the waters for thou shalt find it after many days." The Innominata is not only for the guided few, but for those who have
gone out into the shadows of the morning, felt a tightening of the
heart and known that it is in themselves that dreams are made
real and the day is won.

Peak by peak the high snowfields caught the rosy glow
and shone like signal-fires across the dim breadths of delicate
twilight.
Like Xerxes, we looked over the countless host
sinking into rest, but with the rather different reflection, that
a hundred years hence they would probably be doing much
the same thing, whilst we should long have ceased to take
any interest in the performance.

Sir Leslie Stephen, "Sunset from Mont Blanc."

